Disability and quality of life in elderly people with diabetes
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Abstract

To implement preventive policies of disability in older diabetic people, the role of diabetes in the disablement process should be investigated. Diabetes mellitus is consistently associated with a higher prevalence of disability at all states, as well as with a progression in disability states and may be considered as a brake on recovery. This association is partially explained by existing complications, associated conditions (obesity, depression, arterial hypertension) treatment burden, and other social characteristics (lower income, lower educational level). Finally, in the disablement process, the role of altered muscle metabolism due to diabetes, aging, nutrition and sedentary lifestyle may represent a major target for interventions to improve functions and potentially activities in elderly people.
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Résumé

Handicap et qualité de vie du diabétique âgé.

Afin de mettre en place des stratégies de prévention du handicap chez les personnes âgées ayant un diabète, le rôle du diabète dans la progression des atteintes fonctionnelles doit être étudié. Le diabète sucré est constamment associé à une plus forte prévalence du handicap quel qu’en soit le stade, mais également à la progression du handicap et doit être considéré comme un frein à la récupération. Cette association peut s’expliquer, au moins partiellement, par l’existence de complications, par le poids des traitements des co-morbidités associées (obésité, dépression, hypertension artérielle), et par des caractéristiques sociales (revenus faibles, faible niveau d’éducation). Enfin, dans la progression du handicap, le rôle de l’altération du métabolisme musculaire lié au diabète, le vieillissement, l’état nutritionnel et la sédentarité pourraient représenter des cibles majeures pour des interventions visant à améliorer la fonctionnalité et potentiellement, les activités des personnes âgées.
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The elderly part of the population is now concerned with the worldwide diabetes epidemic. In France, it is estimated that, among people with diabetes taking hypoglycaemic medications, half are older than 65 yrs and a quarter are older than 75 yrs [1]. The prevalence of diabetes is 11% in people older that age 65 yrs living in France, and ranges, in the world, between 10 and 25% in that age-group. The increasing prevalence of obesity and the trend towards an increasing life expectancy are likely to accentuate this phenomenon. Projections for France predict that in 2016, about 1 million more people will have diabetes, raising the prevalence from 3.16 to 4.49%, overall, or from 11.15 to 12.75% in the age group over 65 yrs. In this model, 41% of this increase will be due to population aging, 47% to obesity and 12% to the population increase [2].
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Diabetes mellitus is a well-known disability-inducing-condition in young people, and is recognized as a frailty condition in the older ones [3]. However, the relationships between diabetes on one hand and disability and quality of life on the other hand have not been fully explored. Potential interactions of comorbidities, diabetes complications, diabetes treatments, as well as aging itself, may well interfere with this relationship. To reach population expectations for active and healthy aging, and to lower the social costs induced by disability, the challenge of modern social society and of the health care system is to promote efficient ways to increase disability-free life expectancy, including for people with diabetes.

In this review, we aimed to describe the role of diabetes mellitus in the disablement process in people older than 65 yrs and to identify possibilities of disability prevention in elderly people.

1. Disability: concepts of functional limitations and activity restrictions

1.1. Definitions

The model of the disablement process usually distinguishes four linked phenomena: 1) an active pathology or disease, 2) impairment, 3) disability and 4) social handicap/disadvantage [4]. In the International Classification of Functioning, disability and health (ICF) (Fig. 1), disability has been further broken down into functional limitations and activity restrictions due to these limitations: it is possible to maintain activities despite functional limitation owing to compensatory strategies and to interventions such as rehabilitation or assistance [5]. Handicap or social disadvantage refers for a given person to limitations to fulfill a normal social role.

1.2. International Classification of Functioning, disability and health (ICF)

Recently, the World Health Organization (WHO) constructed the new ICF to provide a comprehensive tool to delineate the different components of disability in various chronic conditions. This tool is recommended by the WHO in health research and surveillance [6]. In ICF 2001, the term “handicap” is replaced with “participation restriction”, which better describes social consequences of disability. The ICF includes extensive lists of items describing body structures, body functions, activities and participation, and environmental factors. The use of ICF to explore the consequences of a given condition in public health relies on specific models. For instance, the WHO organized a consensual construction of specific ICF core sets [7], including a specific ICF core set for people with diabetes mellitus [8] and for geriatric patients in post-acute care [9]. However, to our knowledge, no research paper has used these two sets until now, probably, because of their exhaustiveness and lack of organized assessment scales.

1.3. Other disability scales

In the elderly population, functional limitations and activity restriction have been previously explored in epidemiological research using several tools. The more severe level of disability is a restriction in activities of daily living, expressed as ADL, [10], which includes activities as bathing, dressing, indoor locomotion, toileting and eating. Continence is also often included in ADL scales, while it may be more considered as a functional limitation rather than a restricted activity. However, social disadvantage associated with this limitation is well recognized.

A commonly used generic ADL scale is referred as the Barthel index [11], which was initially built for people with stroke, and includes two items related to continence and climbing stairs. The functional independence measure (FIM) is a mixed scale evaluating ADL, communication and social participation [12].

A previous step in disability severity may be identified as a restriction in instrumental activities of daily living (IADL) [13]. These activities are mainly linked to cognitive capacities and include abilities for telephoning, shopping, transferring using transportation, and managing medications and finances.

Lastly, mobility restriction for heavy tasks may be assessed using the Rosow and Breslaw scale: doing heavy housework, walking half a mile and climbing stairs [14].

It is possible to construct a hierarchical model of disability, ranging from full independence to severe disability [15]. Restriction in mobility is named mild disability, restriction in both mobility and IADL is named moderate disability, and severe disability involves the three levels of activity restriction.
1.4. Indicators of social disadvantage, participation restriction and quality of life

Assessment studies of social participation in the elderly are scarce. The Assessment of Life Habits (LIFE-H) is a scale which includes 77 items in 12 domains, six ADL and IADL measures and five social roles such as relationships, interpersonal relationships, community life and recreation tested in various populations and in particular in the elderly [16]. Assessment of difficulties in carrying out these roles is based on the subject personal judgment.

Quality of life questionnaires are mostly used in epidemiological or clinical research to assess the subject social participation. The MOS 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey (SF-36) [17] is now widely used. It includes one multi-item scale that assesses eight health concepts: limitations in physical activities because of health problems; limitations in social activities because of physical or emotional problems; limitations in usual role activities because of physical health problems; bodily pain; general mental; limitations in usual role activities because of emotional problems; vitality; and general health perceptions.

2. Social disadvantage in elderly people with diabetes

It has been shown in various populations that people with diabetes have a lower income and a lower level of education than others [18-19]. The socio-economic level itself may impact disability. Relationships between social activities/quality of life and disability could be reciprocal. In a study involving about 9000 elderly people with diabetes with no ADL disability at baseline, social disengagement was measured at the initial examination using SF-36 and two questions with graduate responses: 1 = “During the past 4 weeks, to what extent has your health or emotional problems interfered with your social activities?”; 2 = “During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time has your health or emotional problems interfered with your social activities?”. The 2-year incidence of ADL disability was proportionally related to the degree of social disengagement, when controlled for age, sex, depression and other comorbidities [20]. However, this finding may not be specific of diabetes and is probably shared with other chronic diseases.

Hospitalization rates may increase with diabetes condition, even in the oldest age. Compared to people without diabetes of similar age, hospitalizations were more frequent in people with diabetes. While this difference decreased with age, it remained significant in the oldest age group within a north-American study,[21]. The costs related to hospitalizations or other resources were 60% higher in older Medicare beneficiaries with diabetes than in their counterparts without diabetes [19].

It has been shown in one study that personal health goals expressed by elderly people with diabetes were to maintain functional independence and to control blood glucose levels [22]. However, patients may anticipate different ways to achieve these goals than what their medical practitioners would recommend. In this latter study, patients were mainly focused on drug regimen but had poor adherence to diet and exercise, which are particularly recommended in this population.

Diabetes treatment may induce differences in quality of life in older people with diabetes. In a study, older people treated with insulin had a lower well-being and treatment satisfaction than those on diet or tablets, but this difference was not significant when controlled for diabetes duration. In this study, subjects were relatively young (age: 71±7 yrs, and 69±7 yrs) [23]. Another study showed improvement in well-being and treatment satisfaction after seven months of insulin therapy in people ranging from 39 to 81 yrs old [24]. Specific investigations of quality of life with respect to treatment in very old people with diabetes are lacking.

In the elderly population, an indicator of extreme social disadvantage due to disability could be the admission to geriatric institutions. Indeed, it reflects the need for sustained assistance due to severe activity restrictions. In elderly people with diabetes, insulin treatment in particular may lead to IADL dependence for treatment management and to institutionalization. A previous level of social disadvantage is the need for human help at home, either for nursing, for treatment monitoring or for supervision.

2.1. Remarks

It is important to note that the level of disability may be assessed at different examinations. Owing to possible changes in body structure, function, or adaptation, disability can move from one level to another one. The recognition of transitions from a level to another one, either less or more severe, necessitates close iterative assessments. The study of Hardy et al., using monthly phone assessments of ADL, has shown that disability periods occurred frequently in elderly subjects and that an initial low gait speed is a bad prognostic factor for such transitions [25].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential factors associated with disability in elderly people with diabetes</th>
<th>Common features of elderly people with diabetes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complications (specific or not specific)</td>
<td>Cerebrovascular diseases (cognition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visual impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heart disease (coronary insufficiency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neuropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ischaemic arterial peripheral disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podiatric problems and lower limb amputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated conditions</td>
<td>Obesity (arthritis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment burden</td>
<td>Social disadvantage due to treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle metabolism</td>
<td>Insulin resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sedentary life style or disuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social conditions</td>
<td>Lower income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower education level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Impact of diabetes characteristics on disability within populations with diabetes including elderly people

It comes readily to mind that, within populations with diabetes, diabetes complications and associated disorders such as cardiovascular diseases, hypertension, obesity or depression induce several alterations to body functions and structures (Table 1). The consequences of heart (Chanudet et al., this issue; Verny, this issue), eye (Massin & Kaloustian, this issue) and feet (Pataky & Visher, this issue) alterations in structure and function have been well delineated, and we previously reported on the impact of diabetes on cognition, stroke and depression [26]. These alterations seem in day to day practice largely sufficient to explain the observed activity restrictions.

In the diabetic population of all ages of the Fremantle Australian cohort, independent 4.5-year predictors of new mobility disability were an older age, cerebrovascular disease, current smoking, insulin treatment, microalbuminuria, neuropathy, arthritis, unmarried status, and not exercising [27]. Independent predictors of ADL disability were an older age, cerebrovascular diseases, not exercising, intermittent claudication, mobility problems, depression, and social difficulties. Within this population, baseline HbA1c was not related to disability occurrence.

Depression, and particularly major depression, has been confirmed as an additional factor of motor disability in people with diabetes of all ages [28]. Depression can be considered as an associated condition to diabetes [26]. Psychological factors can interact on several ways with the occurrence of complications. It has been shown in 370 people with diabetes older than 65 yrs and followed-up for three years that the absence of a positive attitude toward aging was an independent risk factor for stroke [29]. In this latter study, a longer duration of diabetes, but not baseline HbA1c level, was also associated with a stroke risk increase.

4. Impact of diabetes on disability in cross-sectional population-based studies including elderly people

To study the effect of diabetes on disability and control for comorbidities and aging, it is important to compare disability levels in people with and without diabetes. In most of cross-sectional studies of general populations, diabetes is associated with mild to severe disability. For example, in the French PAQUID (Personnes âgées QUID) study which involved a large (4000) representative sample of people older than 65 yrs, diabetes was associated with ADL, IADL and mobility disability at the baseline examination [18]. Similar results were found according to these three types of activity restriction in elderly Chineses [30], African-Americans [31], and in Italians for ADL, with no information for IADL and mobility in the latest [32].

In Hispanic-Americans older than 65 yrs of the EPESE (Established Population for the Epidemiological Study of the Elderly) study, diabetes (prevalence 22%), as well as obesity and underweight (Body mass index, BMI <21 kg/m²), arthritis, cancer, cardiovascular diseases, age over 75 yrs, visual impairment, and female sex were independently associated with decreased performance in balance and gait [33]. Hip and knee motions impairments were limiting factors for gait. It has been reported in other studies that the relationship between diabetes or arthritis and these motion impairments were fully explained by obesity or increased BMI [34]. Increased plasma interleukin-6 (IL-6) concentration, a marker of chronic inflammation, was linked with each domain of activity restriction in the 1737 elderly people of the EPESE cohort. In this latter study, hypertension and smoking, but diabetes, were predictive of increased IL-6 [35].

Falls are major events on the way between disability and participation restriction. It has been demonstrated that elderly people with diabetes could be at increased risk for falls, which was partially explained by visual impairment, pain and light touch misperception [31]. Among the adult female population older than 20 yrs of the NHANES (National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey) study (diabetes prevalence 16.8%), incontinence was twice as frequent in diabetic women as in others. Furthermore, incontinence was related to the presence of microvascular complications such as neuropathy or nephropathy [36].

In the Women’s Health and Aging study, Leveille and coll. investigated the impairment at the origin of restriction of any activity as recognized by women themselves [37]. The authors stated that, unless they are severely cognitively impaired, people are likely to know why they had to stop a given activity, and that people best identify the last impairment that occurred in the loss of this activity. In this study, women with diabetes complained from weakness as the origin of their ADL incapacity. Women with cardiovascular diseases reported a limitation due to loss of endurance capacities.

In another study, Spanish people older than 65 yrs were likely to attribute their disability (ADL impairment) to arthritis and old age, but not diabetes. However, 10% of this population had diabetes, which ranked fourth in ADL deficiency predictors (Odds Ratio: 2.75 [95% CI: 1.65-4.56]) behind cerebrovascular disease, depression and anxiety disorders, and heart disease [38]. Thus, awareness of diabetic people about diabetes impact on their quality of life may be low. Self-reported mental health (reported anxious feelings and tiredness) has also been studied in people with diabetes of all ages [39]. Symptoms of anxiety were more frequent in
people with diabetes aged 45-74 yrs than in healthy people of similar age; however, in the oldest age group (75-84 yrs), no difference was found. Conversely, the difference in tiredness between people with and without diabetes was more pronounced in the 65-84 yrs range of age than in the youngest group.

To estimate the part of a disability attributable to a chronic disease or impairment is required for prevention. Indeed, a given condition can induce a major disability, but the real population impact depends on the prevalence of this condition. In the Leiden 85-plus study, which included people older than 85 yrs living in the Netherlands, walking disability [40] was measured using a standardized timed 3-meter and walking back and forth at quick speed. The total walking speeds were divided into quartiles respectively in men and women and walking disability was defined by a speed below the 25th lowest quartile. In multivariate cross-sectional analyses, diabetes mellitus was associated with a 2.1 (95% CI: 1.0-4.4) increased prevalence of stroke and a 2.5 (95% CI: 1.5-4.3) increased prevalence of walking disability, but a 4.1 (95% CI: 2.1-7.7) increase in cognitive impairment and a 3.5 (95% CI: 2.0-6.1) increase in depressive symptoms. Diabetes mellitus contributed to 9% of walking disability, cardiovascular diseases to 21%, cognitive impairment to 24% and depressive symptoms to 27%. However, this transversal study can not provide the true responsibility of a given condition in the process leading to disability, which is time-dependent.

The Rotterdam study provided another cross-sectional analysis of locomotion disability predictors. It included the assessment of 6 functions related to lower limbs: walking, climbing stairs, getting in and out of bed, bending and rising from a chair [41]. Subjects were much younger with a mean age about 69 yrs ranging from 55 to 94 yrs. The prevalence of diabetes was 11.5% and increased with age. The fraction of locomotion disability attributable to diabetes mellitus was 17.8% in men and 26.6% in women. Vascular complications, hypertension, obesity, or visual impairment were included in the model but did not fully explain the role of diabetes.

5. Impact of diabetes on disability in longitudinal population-based studies including elderly people

Longitudinal studies are better settings to study a potentially causal relationship between diabetes and incidence of disability, and several studies are available. In all community dwelling subjects older than 65 yrs living in a city in Japan and without baseline functional limitations, a 7-year longitudinal study assessed disability using scale mixing impairments and activity restrictions in four domains: mobility, toileting, mental status (behavior mainly) and nutrition [42]. This study showed that among chronic conditions, diabetes was a risk factor for the occurrence of disability in women (multivariate analysis, RR 1.5 [95% CI: 0.2-13.2]) but not in men.

In the study of the Osteoporotic Fracture, about 6000 women older than 65 yrs were investigated, among whom 6.8% had diabetes. The age-adjusted risk for falls was 1.53 (95% CI: 1.14-2.04) for people with diabetes and 3.98 for the sub-group on insulin treatment (95% CI: 2.27-7.05) [43]. While the authors controlled for several risk factors for fall and neuropathy, they did not adjust for diabetes duration, and the association was significant only in women on insulin treatment. In another study, we showed that fall was a potent risk factor for institutionalization among elderly hospitalized people [44]. Thus, when providing medical care for elderly people with diabetes, particular attention should be given to the risk of falling, keeping in mind the goal of preventing a wide range of social disadvantages.

In the large Nurses’ Health Study, including women aged 30-55 yrs at baseline, the risk for 20-year incident self-reported urinary incontinence was increased if diabetes has been reported at any visit of the follow-up (RR 1.21 [95% CI: 1.02-1.43]) [45]. Particularly the risk of severe incontinence incidence, defined as at least weakly leakage of a quantity of urine enough to wet outer clothing or the floor, was increased in diabetic women. Furthermore, the risk of incontinence was associated with diabetes duration [45].

In the Women’s Health and Aging study, disabled people were enrolled in a 3-year follow-up study of cognitive and physical decline if they had baseline MMSE score higher than 24 and gait speed higher than 0.4 m/sec [46]. The association between diabetes diagnosis and physical decline, i.e. decrease in gait speed, was not significant while baseline low gait speed, smoking, and IADL impairment predicted physical decline. Anemia, baseline MMSE and IADL impairment, and current smoking were independent predictors of combined physical and cognitive decline in these elderly women. In the physically impaired group of these women, diabetes majored the risk of disability worsening, which was partially explained by other comorbidities [47]. Adjustment on HbA1c level reduced the risk of ADL impairment by 65% [48]. The authors noticed that the differences in dependency progression according to diabetes appeared after a period of 18 months. In the same cohort, peripheral nerve dysfunction was extremely frequent, concerning 58% of these women [49]. A woman older than 85 yrs had about a two-fold risk of peripheral neuropathy, and this risk was even increased in case of diabetes diagnosis [50]. This was associated with higher frequency of impairment in gait and balance but not with change in muscle strength. In a model predicting gait and balance impairment, diabetes was not a significant contributor when controlled for peripheral neuropathy.

In the British Medical Research Council Cognitive and Ageing study, 10,582 people were included who were not disabled at baseline and were followed up to two years for ADL and IADL disability incidence. The prevalence of treated diabetes was 4.8% in people older than 65 yrs. Dia-
Diabetes predicted disability independently of cerebro- and cardiovascular diseases, hypertension, sensory problems, cognitive impairment, marital status, social class and level of education [51].

The clinical trial PROSPER (PROspective Study of Pravastatin in the Elderly at Risk study) investigated the effects of pravastatin in a cohort of 70-82 yrs old people with cardiovascular risk factors. In this study, diabetes and female sex were predictors of 3-year ADL and IADL decline independently of non fatal strokes or myocardial infarction [52].

In the 7-year follow-up of the Mexican-American study, H-EPESE (Hispanic-EPESE), the prevalence of self-reported diabetes was 18.9% and mean diabetes duration was 11 years, among 1835 people aged older than 65 yrs reporting no ADL limitation at baseline [53]. ADL limitation, mobility limitation or gait time higher than 9.0 sec for a 2.5 meters walk defined a lower body disability. Diabetes was associated with the occurrence of all lower body disability items, independently of age, sex, visual or cognitive impairment, cardiovascular diseases, stroke, hypertension, arthritis, obesity, hip fracture or cancer. Among people with diabetes, an older age and an amputation were factors associated with an increased of any lower body disability item but none other covariate was associated with diabetes.

Similar results were found in a cohort of women followed during 12 years with measurement of IADL and mobility limitation [54]. The authors estimated the effects of diabetes to those of a crude 7.4 year-aging and 4.5 year-aging when controlled for co-factors. A strong interaction between age and diabetes was found. In the oldest age range (>80 yrs), the effect of diabetes on increasing disability was not significant. The authors advocated a survival bias or a selective loss of follow-up of the oldest women with diabetes compared to their counterparts without diabetes. However, this explanation is not convincing, because the authors did not estimate the potential selective attrition of the cohort.

In the majority of these reports, the effect of diabetes is independent of stroke. However, strokes can only be spotted in epidemiological surveys if they involve a large area of infarction or hemorrhage. The impact of lacunae infarctions is much less easily investigated. One 5-year prospective study reported that diabetes was associated with a two-fold risk of progression of Parkinson-like syndrome and gait disorders in a population aged 65-75 yrs old at baseline [55].

The H-EPESE cohort was investigated to analyze changes in lower body disability according to changes in body weight [56]. Of the 1,737 subjects, 21.7% lost 5% or more of their initial weight, 20.6% gained 5% with no difference according to diabetic status. In univariate analyses, weight loss or weight gain >5% was predictive of 2-year ADL disability. However, after adjusting for chronic medical conditions including diabetes and arthritis, weight changes were no more independent risk factors for disability. The authors suggested that weight changes, which usually are not voluntary, were associated with worsening of the health status mostly due to the chronic conditions.

The AHEAD (Asset and Health Dynamics Among the Oldest Old) survey included 3 waves of assessment in households including at least one person older than 70 yrs to study the disablement process during a 5-year period (1993, 1995 and 1998). About 4200 subjects were explored at each visit. The originality of this study was to describe baseline medical conditions and onset of conditions. Behavioral, ethnic and social conditions were also included in the model to analyze ADL and IADL impairment [57]. A baseline diagnosis of diabetes significantly altered autonomy for bathing and bed transfer for ADL limitations and use of the phone and grocery shopping for IADL. The onset of diabetes in between waves had a significant effect only on toileting for ADL and using the phone for IADL. However, no interpretation of these specific alterations was put forward by the authors or comes into mind.

5.1. Transitions in disabilities

Transitions in disabilities have been much less examined. In the 10-year follow-up of the French PAQUID study, transitions between four levels of disability, defined as none (stage 0), mild (stage 1), moderate (stage 2) and severe (stage 3), were analyzed. People were evaluated six times during a 10-year period and thus, only long-term changes were described [15]. In the model, pathologies such as cardiovascular disease, stroke and diabetes, and impairments such as cognitive and visual impairments and dyspnea were included. Behavioral factors (wine and tobacco consumption), social factors, depressive symptoms, and other health indicators such as multiple drug consumption and hospitalization during the previous year were also included. In all models, diabetes was a significant risk factor for progression from a disability stage 1 to 2 (TIR transition intensity ratio, 1.4 [95% CI: 1.1-1.6]) and a negative factor for recovery from stage 1 to 0 (TIR, 0.6 [95% CI: 0.4-0.8]). Other risk factors for disability progression were an age over 80 y, stroke, cognitive impairment and depressive symptoms at all states, while female gender, cognitive and visual impairments, and dyspnea were negative factors for recovery at all states. A high level of education was also associated with a lower rate of disability progression.

As a summary of population-based studies on the relationship between diabetes and disability in elderly people, diabetes mellitus is consistently associated with a higher prevalence of disability at all states, as well as with a progression in disability states. Diabetes is also often associated with a lower rate of health recovery and with a weakness feeling. Thus, diabetes mellitus may be well considered as a frailty factor. However, the reasons and mechanisms of these deleterious effects of diabetes on disability need to be clarified.
6. Muscle function and diabetes

An interesting hypothesis for the mechanisms that may partially explain the impact of diabetes on disability relies on muscle function. The Japanese-American men cohort of the Honolulu heart program reported that conditions such as diabetes (prevalence 17.0%), arthritis, coronary heart disease, stroke, chronic obstructive lung disease were predictive of a 2-year later grip-strength disability in the old age (71-96 yrs) [58], while hypertension had a protective effect. Grip strength disability was defined by the lowest 10th percentiles of old-age handgrip strength, with the cut-off point being 21 kg for these men. In this study, body weight loss during the previous 25-year follow-up, as well as older age, increased the risk of steep handgrip strength decline. The results of this study provide an echo to the women with diabetes who complained of weakness in the Women Health and Aging study [37]. The authors [58] suggested that diabetes could alter strength due to the effects of insulin resistance. However, a limit of this analysis is the late assessment of medical diagnosis, which was undergone in the latest two years of the follow-up.

In a population-based transversal study, weight-adjusted handgrip strength decreased with glucose tolerance, from normal glucose tolerance, impaired glucose tolerance to newly diagnosed or known diabetes, in 1391 men and women [59]. In this study, no consistent relationship was found between fasting insulin and handgrip strength. Insulin resistance was suggested as one of the mechanisms at the origin of muscle mass loss during aging [60].

However, an apparent contradictory result comes from the Health, Aging and Body Composition study which reported that muscle mass was higher in elderly (70-79 yrs) people with diabetes compared to elderly people without diabetes. Furthermore, in this study, muscle mass was higher when diabetes control was poorer (HbA_1c >7%) [61]. Despite these findings, muscle strength was lower in people with diabetes, suggesting once more a lower muscle quality, particularly in relation with longer diabetes duration and poor glucose control (HbA_1c >8.5%). Indeed, metabolic muscle abnormalities associated with diabetes potentially decrease the quality of muscle defined as the power per unit of muscle mass.

Insulin resistance reduces the rate of glycogen synthesis in muscle, an effect attributed to an increase in plasmatic fatty acids [62]. 13C magnetic resonance spectroscopy allows an iterative and non-invasive quantization of glycogen. It has been reported that basal muscle glycogen content was sub-normal in people with diabetes and that post-meal muscle glycogen synthesis was related to postprandial insulin increment only in controls [63]. Muscle glycogen is used in type II fibers, in type IIB, exclusively using the anaerobic pathway and in type IIA using both anaerobic and aerobic metabolism. High and short intensity muscle contraction is mediated by anaerobic ATP production and the use of glycogen stores instead of glucose could represent energetic cost-effective pathway, associated with less muscle fatigue [64]. Furthermore, the highly-potent type IIA fiber permits sustained efforts, due to the oxidation of glycogen by mitochondrion [65]. Indeed, muscle glycogen content may be particularly decreased in types IIA fibers of people with diabetes [66]. In those people, fuel disposal seems to be of poorer quality than in others due to insulin resistance, and is associated with lower performance.

A high carbohydrate diet has shown efficiency in improving the insulin-stimulated glucose disposal and weight loss in elderly, with no additional effect of exercise [67]. However, concomitant exercise induced greater muscle glycogen content than diet alone. Another study reported that a 6-month endurance training and aerobic exercising had similar effects in improvement of the insulin sensitivity and strength in older subjects [68]. A higher stimulation of glycogen synthase activity was noticed after aerobic training.

Another source of poor muscle performance is the muscle oxidative capacity due to lower muscle mitochondrial content, with an important role of training. Disuse is reported to induce a decrease in mitochondrion muscle content, but contractile activity produces mitochondrial biogenesis, inducing an increase in the total muscle oxidative capacity [69]. Clinically, the steady state of mitochondrial density was achieved within six weeks of training or disuse. Indeed, using 31P magnetic resonance spectroscopy, we previously reported that muscle oxidative capacity was related to ADL score in frail non-diabetic hospitalized subjects, and that the higher ADL disability, the lower oxidative capacity [70]. Another source of decreased of oxidative capacities could be insulin resistance itself [60]. Insulin has been shown as a modulator of mitochondrial protein synthesis and insulin resistance could broke mitochondrial biogenesis.

Thus exercise training could improve muscle performance through at least two pathways: improving insulin sensitivity and increasing the muscle oxidative capacities. In elderly people, this may have an effect independent of diabetes complications. However, the effect of exercise on muscle metabolism and function has not been fully investigated in elderly people with diabetes.

7. Conclusions

With population aging, people expectancies for active and healthy aging, and our health care resource limits, a major challenge relies on the promotion of efficient ways to increase disability-free life, including for people with diabetes. More research in this area should be undergone.

Several scales exist to precisely measure disability, and a new tool, the ICF 2001 [6] has been recently developed by the WHO, with a specific adaptation to elderly people and those with diabetes. When studying the relationship between diabetes and disability, one should consider measuring potential confounding factors, such as diabetes complications, associated conditions and comorbidities, and
different age groups. Cohort studies should produce iterative measurements of disability and transitions analysis.

In previous studies, diabetes not only represented a risk factor for disability but also a brake on health/autonomy recovery in elderly people. However, this association is partially explained by the impact of diabetes complications and associated conditions on disability (Table 1). Discrepancies in studies have been found about the true impact of glucose control on the onset of disability. The impact of diabetes on disability may decrease in the very old age range. However, in this very old group, the analysis is more and more difficult as the number of comorbidities increases.

Finally, in the disablement process, the role of altered muscle metabolism due to diabetes, aging, nutrition and sedentary lifestyle may represent a major target for interventions to improve functions and activities in elderly people.
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